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Pumping lemmas are stated and proved for the classes of regular and context-free sets 
of terms. The lemmas are then applied to solve decision problems concerning these 
classes of sets. 
Pumping lemmas have been produced in various versions for a number of classes of 
languages [3, 5, 8, 91. Their use is two-fold. On the one hand, they lead to algorithms 
for deciding certain problems about languages such as emptiness and finiteness. On the 
other hand, they provide an effective means of proving that some language does not 
belong to a certain class. 
In this paper, we provide pumping lemmas for regular and context-free term grammars 
[4, 6, 10, 131. (The pumping lemma for regular sets is really implicit in [13].) As a con- 
sequence, we can derive the effective methods outlined above. Algorithms do exist for 
deciding the emptiness/finiteness of context free sets of terms, but these are indirect [lo]. 
They depend on algorithms to solve the same problems for indexed languages [2]. (Note 
added in revision: It has been brought to my attention by A. Salomaa through K. Culik 
that Aho’s proof of the decidability of the emptiness problem for indexed grammars is 
incrorrect and no correct proof is known. The pumping lemma for context-free term 
grammars can now be used to provide a proof of this important theorem.) 
We begin in Section 1 by introducing some algebraic concepts which we need. We also 
define and state some properties of regular and context-free term grammars. In Section 2, 
the pumping lemmas are stated and proved. In Section 3, these lemmas are applied in 
proofs of nonmembership of some sets in some classes of languages. 
1 
We begin by introducing some essential algebraic concepts. Let N be the set of naturaI 
numbers. A ranked alphabet is a family of sets indexed by N. We use the notation 
JY = GLsN for ranked alphabets. Iff E & , f is said to be of rank n. Z is said to be finite 
if the (disjoint) union of (Zm}nsN is finite. 
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A Z-algebra is a pair consiting of a set A, called the carrier of the algebra, and an 
indexed family of assignments 01 = (an}nEN such that a,: 2, + (A” -+ A). (An ---f A) is the 
set of n-ary functions from A” to A. Thus, forfrz Z,, , al,(f) = fA is a function from An 
to A. We denote the Z-algebra with carrier A by AZ . 
Let X be any set such that X n (Un{Zn 1 t2 E N}) = $ and consider the set W,(X) 
defined by 
(i) Iffe ,Z’,, and ti E W,(X) for 1 < i < n, thenft, ... t, E W,(X). 
W,(X) is called the set of expressions or terms generated by X. 
We can make the set W,(X) into the carrier of a Z-algebra (also denoted by W,(X)) by 
assigning to f E ,& the operationfwz&tl ,..., t,) = ftl *.* tn . Let W, denote WE(+). 
A homomorphism is a structure preserving mapping 4: AZ + B, between two Z-algebras, 
i.e., #(fA(al ,..., a,)) = fe(#(a,) ,..., #(a,)) for all a, ,..., a, E A andfE Z,, . 
UNIQUE EXTENSION LEMMA. Given a Z-algebra A, and an assignment I/: X-t A, 
fhere is exactly one extension of + to a homomorphism $: W,(X) -+ A, . In particular, there 
is a unique homomorphism h, : W, -+ AZ . 
We now define the binary operation of substitution (denoted by 0) on the sets W,(X,) 
and ( W,(X,))“, where X, = {x1 ,..., xk} (see also [I, 11, 121). Let t E W,(X,), tj E W,(X,) 
for 1 <j < n. Then 0: W,(X,) x (W,(X,))” - W,(X,,J is defined by 0 (t, (tl ,..., t,J) = 
[m](t), where [a] is the unique homomorphism obtained from the assignment 
rtl Ye.‘, Gal: XI --+ W,(X,J which assigns tj to xi for 1 <j < 71 (see the Unique Extension 
Lemma). Informally, 0 (t, (tl ,..., t,)) means: Substitute ti for each occurrence of xi 
in t, 1 < i < 1~. From now on, we adopt the infix notation t 0 (tl ,..., tn) rather than the 
prefix notation above. We can extend substitution to a binary operation 0: W,(X,J)p x 
(W,(X,))” -+ (W,(X,))p with the definition 
01 ,..‘> tp> o <t; ,...> t$ = (tl 0 (t,’ )...) t;) ,..., t, 0 (t; ,..., t(J). 
Let B(A) be the set of all subsets of a set A. Given a Z-algebra A, B(A) can easily be 
made into a Z-algebra. For given f E & and for 1 < i < n, S, Z A (i.e., Si E B(A)), 
define fB(,,)(S1 ,..., S’,) = {fA(sl ,..., s,J j si E Si for 1 < i < n}. Let t E W,(X,,) and 
a! = (011 ,..., an) E (B( W,(X,)))“. Define t 0 ol = C(t), where Or: W,(X,) + B( W,(X,)) is 
the unique homomorphism extending the assignment which assigns to Xi the set 01~ . 
This is sometimes called nonuniform substitution because different occurrences of x, in t 
can be assigned different values from the ith component of 01. Suppose /3 E B( W,(X,J). 
Then p o ol = {t o OL 1 t E /3}. Substitution is then easily extended to the case where ,E is a 
tuple of sets. If a: = ({tl},..., (ta)) is a tuple of singletons, then we also write 01 = 
<t, ,.**, a. 
THEOREM. Substitution is an associative operation, i.e., let o! E (B( W,(X,J))p, 
B 6 UW..(Xn)Y, Y E WGW,))P. Then a 0 (B 0 r) = (a 0 8) 0 Y. 
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proof. This theorem is a simple consequence of the Unique Extension Lemma and 
a full proof can be found in [l]. i 
Let us write ol(xr ,..., x,) to signify 01 E (B( Wz(X,)))P f or some p (where p is determined 
by the context). For example, in the context /3(x1 ,..., xk) 0 o~(xr ,..., x,) we seep = k by 
the definition of substitution. Let us write 01(xr ,..., xi!,..., x,) to denote 01 E B(Wx(X,)) 
with exectly one occurrence of xi in any t E 01. Finally, given OL E (B(Wz(X,)))k, 
j3 E (B(W,(X,)))P, let us write p(~2(x~ ,..., xn)) for p 0 01. 
A context-free term grammar [6, lo] G over the alphabet Z is a 4-tuple (nr, Z, P, S) 
where 
(i) N is a finite ranked alphabet called the set of nonterminals of G; 
(ii) 2 is a finite ranked alphabet called the set of terminals of G. Let I/’ = { P’n}nC~ == 
{N,L u &A& 
(iii) P is a finite set of p~oductz’ons of the form A(x, ,..., xn) + t, where A E N, and 
t fz W&L); 
(iv) S is called the start symbol or axiom of G and S E K, . 
Given s, s’ E W,(X,) and G = (N, Z, P, S), s is said to directly derive s’ (denoted by 
s r>(; s’) if and only ifs’ is obtained from s by replacing one subexpression of s of the form 
At, ... t, by the expression t o (tl ,..., t,), where A(x, ,..., x,) -+ t is a production of G. 
Denote by 4, the reflexive, transitive closure of ac. Note that we often drop the G 
from 2<; or %=(; whenever it is clear from the context which grammar G is being referred 
to. 
A grammar G = (N, Z, P, S) is said to be regular if Na = 4 for all n > 0. 
The set L(G) = {t E W, / S 3 t} is called the (term) language generated by G. The 
language generated by a context-free (regular) grammar G = (N, 2, P, S) is said to be a 
context-free (regular) language (over Z). 
A direct derivation s =c- s’ in a grammar G is said to be leftmost if the nonterminal ,4 in 
the subexpression At, t.. t, of s which is to be replaced is the leftmost nonterminal symbol 
in s (regarded as a string of symbols). A derivation S 4 s is leftmost if each step is leftmost. 
THEOREM. Let G be a context-free term grammar. If t E L(G), then t has a leftmost 
derivation in G. 
Let CF, == (L /L = L(G), G a CF grammar over Z>, REG, r= {L 1, = L(G), G a 
regular grammar over Z}. 
A context-free grammar G = (N, Z:, P, S) is said to be in (Chomsky) normal form if 
each production in P is in one of the following forms: 
(i) -44(x, ,..., x,) - B(C,(x, , . . . . h), . . . . C,(x, , . . . . x,)); 
(ii) A(x, ,..., x,) +fxl .** x,; 
(iii) /2(x, ,..., x,) 4 xk: 
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for A, C, ,..., G~N,,B~Nn,f~&, and 1 < k < n and if G has no useless non- 
terminals. A nonterminal A EN, in a grammar G = (N, 2, P, S) is said to be useless 
if either 
(i) {t 1 t E W,(X,) and A(x, ,..., x,) 3 t} = # or 
(ii) A is never used in a derivation in G starting at S. 
See [lo] for further details. 
THEOREM (Maibaum). Given a context-free term grammar G, there (effectively) exists 
a grammar G’ in normal form such that L(G) = L(G). 
THEOREM (Brainerd). Given a regular termgrammar G, there (ej$ectively) exists a regular 
term grammar G’ such that L(G) = L(G’) and G’ only has productions of the form 
A --+fBl ... B, or A -+ a for nonterminals A, B, ,..., B, and terminals f (of rank n) and a 
(of rank 0). 
The depth of an expression t E W,(X), d enoted by / t 1, is defined as follows: 
(i) /t/=Oift=x,xEX, 
(ii) If t = ftl .*. t, , then 1 t 1 = 1 + max{j ti I}. 
If 01 E B(W,(X,)), then 1 olI = max{j t 1 ) t E a}. If 01 = (c+ ,..., CQ E (B(Wz(X,)))n, then 
j a j = max(l 0~~ 1) 1 < i d n}. 
2 
We use the preceding definitions to present pumping lemmas for regular and context- 
free term grammars. 
THEOREM. Given a regular set L OVH 27, there exists a constant r > 0 (depending 
only on L) such that, if t EL and ) t ] > r, then t can be written as u, 0 u2 0 u3 , where 
(i) uh!) E ~&Q; 
(ii) 2+(x1!) E W,(X,) and 1 < ) 24s ) < r; 
(iii) 24, E IV2 . 
Moreover, u1 o uzi D us EL for all i 3 0, where uzi is deJined by 
(9 z&.0 = x1; 
(ii) uy = u2i 0 u2 . 
Proof. LetL = L(G), h w ere G = (N, Z, P, S} is a regular grammar with productions 
only of the form A -+ fBl --* B, or A ---f a. (Recall Nk = 4 for k > 0.) Let N,, = 
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(A, ,..., A,} and r = n. If t EL such that\ t j > Y, then we claim that there exist Aj E N, 
and a derivation for t in G of the form 
for u1 , us, u3 as in the statement of the theorem. If this were not so (i.e., no such Aj 
existed), then for each A E N,, we would have the following simple property: No deriva- 
tion of the form A 9 u o A exists for any u(xr!) E W,(X,). That is, for all t’ E W, such 
that A 4 t’, we would have 1 t’ 1 < n. In particular, if t’ EL, then 1 t’ 1 < n. This 
contradicts our assumption that ] t j > n. 
But, then the following derivation is also a derivation in G for each i > 0, 
COROLLARY. The emptiness and finiteness problems are solvable for regular term grammars 
{see also [13]). 
Proof. If there is t E L(G), then, by the pumping lemma above, there is t’ E L(G) such 
that 1 t’ / < r. Thus to test ifL(G) is empty, we need to check for the existence of such a t’. 
That this can be done follows from the following facts: 
(i) The number of terms in W, of depth less than or equal to r is finite; 
(ii) Given k 3 0 and G, the length of derivations S 3 t for / t ( = k is bounded. 
(The length of a derivation is the number of rules applied in the course of the derivation.) 
As to the finiteness problem, it is clear that if there is t E L(G) such that r < / t 1 < 2r, 
then, by the pumping lemma above L(G) is infinite. Conversely, if L(G) is infinite, then 
there is t E L(G) such that ] t 1 > 2r. (This follows from fact (i) above.) But then, applying 
the pumping lemma above, we can produce t’ E L(G) such that r < 1 t’ 1 < 2r. Thus 
L(G) is infinite if and only if there is t E L(G) such that r < / t I < 2r. Thus, based on 
facts (i) and (ii) above, givenL(G), we can test for the existence of such a t. 1 
The pumping lemma for context-free term grammars reads as follows: 
THEOREM. Given a contex-free language L over Z, there exist constants p, q > 0 such 
that, if t EL and I t I > p, then t E u1(u2(u5 , u3(u4(u5)))) = u1(u2(x1 ,..., x, , u3(uI(x1 ,..., 
4)) 0 4, where 
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0 G%!) E vz(-u 
(ii) u2(x1 ,.-, x, , G+~!) E w.(Xn+l), 
(iii) u3(x1 ,..., x,> E ~&L), 
(iv) u4(x1 ,.-, 4 E (B( JwX,>))“, 
69 215 E (B( wr)>“* 
Moreover, if t’ E u,(x, ,..., x, , u3(u4(x1 >*.., xv&))>, then I t’ I < q, I us I + I u4 I z=- 0 and, q- 
we dejine 
eQ = f+(Xl )...) x,) 
and 
@+I = u,(x, ,..., x, , eyU4(Xl )..., xn))), 
then we have u,(~9~(24,)) CL f OY all i > 0. (Note that t E ul(Ol(u,)).) 
Before we proceed with the proof, we give below an intuitive outline along with some 
technical details formalizing part of this intuition. 
In the case of context-free string grammars, we are able to prove the usual pumping 
lemma because of the existence of derivations of the form 
S *a uAs *% WAYS *a UVWYS 
for strings of terminals u, v, w, Y, s and nonterminal symbols S (the axiom) and A. That 
such derivations exist can be shown by studying derivations, or more precisely, derivation 
trees larger than some specified size. 
In the case of context-free term grammars, we must look for derivations of the form 
S 9 u(A(x, ,..., x,) o s) 
3 u(v(xl ,..., x, , A(x, ,..., x,J o Y(X~ ,..., xn)) o s) 
9 u(v(x1 ,...) x, , w(xl )...) xn) 0 Y(X1 )..., xn)) 0 s) = t 
for trees of terminal symbols u(xr!), v(xr ,..., x, , x,,,!), w(xr ,..., x,); n-tuples of trees of 
terminal symbols s and Y(X, ,..., x,J; and nonterminals S and A. How can we guarantee 
the existence of such derivations I First of all, there is no readily available concept of a 
derivation tree for a derivation in a context-free term grammar. Thus the route 
followed in the case of string grammars is not readily available to us. 
Consider, however, the following “analysis.” The first indicated appearance of A in the 
above derivation appears “in place of” x1 in u(xr). That is, there is a path from the root of 
%(X1) to Xl 9 call itpix, , so that any path in u,(A(x, ,..., xn) 0 s) through A isp,Ap for some 
p. Consider the second appearance of A in the above derivation. This second occurrence 
of A occurs “in place of” xn+r in u(v(xr ,..., x, , x,,, !)). That is, there is a path through 
this term, call it plpBx,+r , so that any path in U(ZI(X~ ,..., x, , A(x, ,..., x,J o Y(X~ ,..., x,J) o s) 
through A is pIpzAp’ for some p’. Now consider the result of the above derivation, 
U(V(Xl ,...) x, , w(xl ,..., x,) 0 Y(Xl ,..., xn)) o s). There must exist a path prp& through 
this term so thatp” begins with the symbol labeling the root of (w(xr,..., x,) o Y(x~,..., x,J) 0 s. 
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Now, the two occurrences of A in the above derivation have made some contribution 
to the nature of the string prpap”. Conversely, the properties of paths through a term 
such as t can aid us in finding derivations of the appropriate kind in the term grammar. 
In the sequel, we make precise the relationship between a context-free term language and 
the string language made up of all the paths through the terms in the term language. 
(This analysis is based on the work of Rounds [lo].) 
Let A be a ranked alphabet and X any set. Let dn = A, x {l,..., n} and writefi for 
(f, ;> E & . Let d = A,, u (Un,,, a,). Let X be a symbol such that h $ ((J A,) U X. For 
each 0 E A, u X, define the set of u-paths through t E W,(X) as follows: 
PO(t) = + if t,uEA,uX and tf u, 
= {u} if t =u and UEA,, 
= (A) if t = (T and u E X, 
= 2 (fiw ] w E P,(tJ} if t =ftl *** t, . 
For L C W,(X), let P(L) = UtcL(U(PO(l) / u E A, u x>). 
Let G = (N, 2, P, S) be a context-free term grammar. We construct a context-free 
string grammar G = <m, z, P, S) (which will have the property that ,5(G) = P&(G))) 
as follows: 
(i) n and zi are defined as above; 
(ii) S = S E: N,; 
(iii) P is obtained from the productions A(x, ,..., x,) +. t in P as follows: 
(a) If wh E Pai( let Ai + w be in P; 
(b) If h E Pzl(t), let Ai -+ e (where e is the empty string) be in P; 
(c) If wu E P,(t) for a E Z0 , let A, -+ wa be in p. 
LEMMA (Rounds). IfL = L(G) is a context-free term language, then P(L) is a context- 
free set of strings and P(L) = L(c) with e as de$ned above. 
Remark. If G above is in normal form, then all productions in G are in one of the 
following forms: 
(i) A,-tB,C,forsomeAEN,(l <i<m),BEN%(l .(,j<n),andCEN, 
(1 d k GP); 
(ii) A,-+aforsomeAinNanda~&ora =fiforfE&,,; 
(iii) Ai --+ e for some A in N. 
Moreover, a given (leftmost) derivation d = S 9 t, t E W,, in G induces a corre- 
sponding set of (leftmost) derivations 9d = {S 5 w 1 w E P({t})} in (7. It is easily seen how 
this can be done: Suppose we have a derivation S 9 s * s’ in G and we are given the set 
9 = LzsH,. Assume that s’ is obtained from s by replacing a subexpression At, ... t, 
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of s by t’ 0 (tl ,..., tn) for some A(x, ,..., x,) + t’ in P. Let v Ai v’ be some path in s 
through this nonterminal A. Depending on the form of t’, we obtain 9’ = gs:,, as 
follows: 
(i) If t’ = xk then we have two cases: 
(a) If i = k, place S ~vAk~‘*vv’(usingA,-+einP)ininforS9vA,v’ 
in 58. 
(b) If i # It, then S 3 v Ai v’ in 9 is not replaced in 9. 
(ii) If t’ = fxr ... X, , place S 9 VA& z- vf,p’ (using A, -+ fit in P) in 9 for 
S 3 vA,v’ in9. 
(iii) If t’ = B(C,(x, ,..., xn) ,..., C,(x 1 ,..., x,J), place the set S &- vA,v’ + 
-u~&‘~,~v 1 1 < j < m} (using A, -+ BjC’j,, (1 < j < m) in P) in 9 for S %- VA,@ 
in9 1 
Proof of the theorem. Let L = L(G), where G = (N, 2, P, S) is a normal form gram- 
mar. Suppose there are m nonterminals in N. Letp = 2m-1 and q = 2”. Let d = S 9 t be 
a leftmost derivation in G such that t EL and 1 t / > p. Let w be a path of maximum 
length in t. (Then the length of w > 2+i.) Thus there is a leftmost derivation S 5 w 
in ~9~ . Construct the derivation tree T, corresponding to this derivation in G. 
We call a node of T, labeled by some nonterminal Ai E mproductive if: 
(i) Ai has as direct descendents the nonterminals Bj and C, (i.e., we have used the 
production A, + BjCk); and 
(ii) the two sets of terminal symbols labeling leaves which are descendents of Bj 
and C, , respectively, are nonempty. 
Condition (ii) implies that both Bj and C, “contribute” nonempty substrings to w. It is a 
simple exercise to prove that there is some path w in T, which contains at least m produc- 
tive nodes. (Choose w so that the number of productive nodes on w is maximized.) (This 
is possible since the length of w is greater than 2+l and so the depth of T, is at least m.) 
But then w must have at least m + 1 nodes labeled by nonterminals in N. (The last 
nonterminal in any path in T, must be nonproductive.) 
This then implies that there is some A in N such that 
A(i) Two of the nodes in w are labeled by A, and Aj for some 1 < i, j ,< n, where 
AEN,; 
(ii) Ai appears in w before Aj; 
(iii) At is productive and the number of productive nodes in w which appear after 
Ai is at most m - 1. 
Condition A(i) can be met since there are only m nonterminals in N. Conditions A(ii) 
and A(iii) can be met by choosing the least postfix of w containing m productive nodes. 
Since A, appears in W, the leftmost derivation d can be expressed as 
S 9 u;(A(x, ,..,, x,) 0 u;) 5 t 
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for some u; E W,({x,!}) and uk = (tl ,..., t,,) E (WV)” such that 
B(i) A is the leftmost nonterminal in u;(A(x, ,..., x,J 0 us); 
(ii) ui 3 u1 for some ui E W({xi!}). 
(Because of condition B(i), the unique occurrence of xi in u; does not appear to the right 
of any nonterminal and so is not be copied or dropped, fulfilling condition B(ii).) 
Since Aj appears in w after Ai , the leftmost derivation d can be expressed as: 
s 9 ui(A(x, )..., x,) 0 u;> 
*- f, t’ E u;(u;(xl )...) x, ) A(x, )...) x,) 0 u;(xl )...) x,)) 0 24;) 
9 t 
for some 24; E W,({x, ,..., x, , xn+l!}), 
u; = (sl 7..., hL> E (WV(&))” and u; = (fl )... , L,> E (BPV))” 
such that: 
C(i) A is the leftmost nonterminal in ui(xl ,..., x, , A(x, ,..., x,) 0 u;(xl ,..., x,)); 
(ii) 24; 9 u2 for some us E W,({x, ,..., x, , x,,,!}); 
(iii) IfrEii,l <j<nn,thenti%rfortjinuk==(t, ,..., tn). 
(Conditions C(i) and C(ii) can be explained as in the above paragraph. Condition C(iii) 
is justified as follows: tj in u; can be substituted in a number of different places for xj in 
ui . Each of these copies can lead to separate derivations from tj .) 
We can then write d as 
S 9 u;(A(x, xn) o u;) ,..., 
%- t’, t’ E z&(x1 ,..., x, , A(x, ,.,., x,) 0 u;(xl ,..., x,J) 0 u;) 
4 4 t E ~1(U$(Xl >.*a, x,), u&1 ,..., x,) o U&I ,...1 x,) O Ue) 
for some us E Wr(X,), 
such that 
D(i) IfrE$,l <j<n,thensj%rforsjinui; 
(ii) If Y E ii , 1 < j < n, then Y’ % Y for some Y’ E &(& in ui). 
(The justification of conditions D(i) and D(ii) is similar to that for condition C(iii) in 
the above paragraph.) 
571/17/3-4 
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To summarize, we have ur ,..., us , as in the statement of the theorem, such that 
s 3 r, r E u,(A(x, ,..., x,) 0 UJ, 
and 
4, ,a.., x,) 9 Y’, T’ E u,(x, ,..., x, , A(x, ,..., x,) o u4(x1 ,,.., x,)), 
We now proceed to prove the other claims made in the statement of the theorem. 
Since Ai was chosen to be productive, we can be sure that 1 us ) + 1 u, 1 > 0. Because 
of the way w, w and Ai , A, were chosen, we can be sure that if 
t’ E %(X1 9***, xn , %(X1 ,***, %) o 4% ,-a-, x78, 
then 1 t’ 1 < p. Moreover, it is clear that using the derivations A(x, ,..., xn) %- t’, 
t’ E 2$(x1 )...) x, , A(x, ,...) x*) 0 Ua(X1 ,..., x,J), iteratively, we can produce the derivations 
A($, ,..., x,J 9 s’, s’ E @ for any i > 0. Thus we have the last condition of the theorem: 
If t E u1(8i(u5)), then S 5 t. 
COROLLARY. The emptiness and jkiteness problems are solvable for context-free term 
grammars. 
Proof. It is clear from the theorem that if t EL(G) and 1 t 1 > p ( p as in the theorem), 
then we can produce another t’ EL(G) such that t’ E L(G) and 1 t’ / < p. (We may need 
many applications of the theorem.) Thus to check whether L(G) is empty, it is sufficient 
to check whether there is some t, 1 t 1 < p, in L(G). That this can be done is clear from 
the following facts: 
(i) The number of terms in W, of depth less than or equal top is finite; 
(ii) given k >/ 0 and G, the lengths of leftmost derivations S 5 t for I t I = K are 
bounded. 
As to the finiteness problem, it is clear that if there is a t E L(G) such that p < / tl < 
p + Q, then, by the pumping lemma above, L(G) is infinite. Conversely ifL(G) is infinite, 
then there is t E L(G) such that I t / > p + 4. (This follows from fact (i) above.) But then, 
by applying the pumping lemma above several times, we can produce t’ E L(G) such that 
PC It’] <p++ ThusL(G) is infinite if and only if there exists t EL(G) such that 
p < 1 t I < p + q. Thus, based on facts (i) and (ii) above, givenL(G), we can test for the 
existence of such a t. 
(Note that p and q above depend on the number of nonterminals in G.) 
COROLLARY. The emptiness problem is solvable for indexed grammars. 
Proof. This is a simple consequence of the relationship between indexed languages 
and context-free languages. For the definition of indexed languages and grammars, see 
[2]. For the connection between indexed languages and context-free term languages, see 
WI or PI. I 
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Let & = {a}, & = {t>, and Z,, = + for 12 # 0,2. Consider the set L = (+a~, 
-t-$-aa+aa, +-++au+uu++aa+uu,...} over 2: L is the set of balanced binary “trees” 
over a and $ with interior nodes labeled by + and leaves (or exterior nodes) labeled by a. 
LE~LIMA. The set L described above is not regular. 
Proof. Suppose L is regular. Then, by the pumping lemma, there exists a constant 
I’ 3.. 0 such that, if t EL and 1 t / > Y, then t can be written as ui 0 u2 0 ua with 1 c-< 
/ u2 I < Y. Moreover, u1 0 us” o ua EL for all i 2 0. Note that t’ EL has the property that 
all paths from the root of t’ to any leaf oft’ are of equal length. This is certainly not true 
of 241 0 u22. ug. This is a contradiction. Thus, L is not regular. (In fact, it is context 
free.) 1 
LetL'=-{~~UU,~-~UU+UU,++++UU+UU++UU+~+-~~UU+UU+-f-UU+UU,...~. 
L’ is a language over Z and L’ is the set of balanced binary trees (over +- and a) of depths 
2" -- 1 for n 2 0. 
LEMMA. The set L’ described above is not context free. 
Proof. Suppose L’ is context free. Then, by the pumping lemma, there exist constants 
p, q > 0 such that, if t EL’ and 1 t / > p, then t E u1(u2(x1 ,..., x, , ug(u4(x1 ,..., xJ)) 0 u5) 
with j uz(xI ,..., x, , u3(u4(x1 ,..., x,J))j < q and 1 ua 1 + / uq / > 0. Moreover, z+(P(~s)) CL’ 
for all i > 0. Let / uB 1 + I u4 1 = k. Then / u~(~(u,))~ < j t / -t (i - 1)k for i > 0. That 
is, the depths of these terms inL’ are bounded by an arithmetic progression / t /, i t / + k, 
It! r 2k,... . The depths of terms in L’, on the other hand, form a geometric progression 
2, 3, 5, 17 ,..., i t 1 = 2j + 1,2j+l + 1, 2j+2 + l,... . Thus the two series, starting from / t ‘, 
must differ at some point. This is a contradiction. Thus, L’ is not context free. (In fact, 
it is an indexed term language [7].) 1 
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